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Annie Pforzheimer BBC Interview About Afghanistan 

  
ASAP Steering Committee member Annie Pforzheimer, a retired, career U.S. diplomat who from 2017 to 
2018 served as Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul, spoke about Afghanistan recently 
on the BBC radio public affairs radio program “The Briefing Room.” Here are excerpts of Pforzheimer’s 
analysis of the current Afghan political landscape and about the future of U.S. policy on Afghanistan. She 
was interviewed by David Aaronovitch on December 10, 2020. To listen to the program, please click here.  
 
On the reduction of U.S. troop presence in Afghanistan. 

Pforzheimer: The reductions “are not yet guaranteed to go to zero until certain conditions are met. At 

this point, we, the United States, would be well advised not to go to zero… because this remains a point 

of leverage” with the Taliban.  

Are there sufficient U.S. and other troops there now to ensure reductions are not a victory for the 

Taliban? 

“The people who are defending the [Afghan] constitution and the government and the people against 

the Taliban are Afghans primarily – the Afghan national Security Forces. But it is important that there is 

some kind of U.S. and international 

presence which is helping to back up those 

forces. A small number of troops 

compared to the very large numbers that 

were there eight or nine years ago, that’s 

still very important because the Taliban 

have been pushing the government and 

have been conducting violence against 

civilians. They don’t show any sign of 

stopping.”  

What would the U.S. consider to be the 

optimal outcome of the Doha talks?  

“The idea is a political roadmap towards a stable and constitutional order, something that people see as 

fair and reflective of their interests and that protects the rights of all Afghans.” 

Does it matter how long it takes? 

“In my opinion, it does not matter how long it takes. People have to switch gears from years of focusing 

on war to the fact that peace can take years as well. We all have to have strategic patience because the 

product that we’re looking for is one where [Afghanistan] is stable enough that the international 

community never has to return.” 

How can peace be achieved with the level of violence we see in Afghanistan?  

“The violence that we see is fairly controlled. We have proof that, for example, the Taliban was able to 

turn off the violence for the period of a ceasefire that they held in June 2018 and at other points as well 

in the conflict. So the level of violence does not necessarily mean that peace is impossible. One party of 
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the conflict has decided that violence is in its interest. There are other sources of violence such as 

terrorist groups and criminal groups. So violence will continue to be a problem even if a fulsome peace 

accord is reached.”  

U.S. interests in Afghanistan today.  

“In terms of the U.S. interest, this is a very difficult neighborhood of the world where there are nuclear-

armed states, there’s a rising China, there’s Russian domination of Central Asia. These are all strategic 

problems the U.S. faces and doesn’t want to face alone. So the best outcome is an Afghanistan that 

remains an ally. And then, over and above it, 

we have an interest in the successful outcome 

of Afghanistan’s effort to recover from its 

decades of war. “ 

Human rights in Afghanistan.  

“The question of whether we [the U.S.] are 

under threat should not be the only 

consideration. But I do understand that 

governments have some cold-blooded 

choices to make occasionally. We want a 

stable Afghanistan. Human rights is essential 

to a stable outcome.” 

Impact of U.S. Election result.  

“There will be, I believe, continuity in support of the peace process. There will also be, I assume, an 

assessment of American troop presence – what we’re trying to do and how many people it requires. I 

think they will take the agreement between the U.S. and Taliban into consideration but look closely at 

the conditionality of that agreement. There’s not a rush to leave if the conditions are not met. We have 

a new President-elect who has a great deal of experience with Afghanistan and is being very cautious in 

his public pronouncements right now.” 

Can U.S. do business with a Taliban-influenced government?  

“The donor community made a very clear statement about international assistance a couple weeks ago 

[at a funding conference for Afghanistan] that there must be a settlement that protects the rights of 

women and minorities and obeys rule of law and international obligations. If Taliban are part of a 

government that does all of those things, then, yes, we, the donor community can do business. But if 

the Taliban influence erodes the protections of human rights and freedoms, the international 

community has clearly stated that they should not expect assistance. “ 

Is that the main leverage?  

“It’s one of the most important points of leverage. Afghanistan’s economic situation is such that 

international assistance is a very important piece of leverage.”   
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